PROJECT UPDATE: LOCARD kicks off in Athens

Last month, EEMA announced its participation in an exciting new Horizon 2020 project – LOCARD. This three-year EU-funded initiative aims to address the challenge of creating a chain of custody that guarantees the source and integrity of digital evidence. Lorraine Spector, Roger Dean and Jon Shamah from the EEMA team joined other project partners in Athens, Greece, in May for the projects inaugural meeting.

Chair of EEMA, Jon Shamah will introduce LOCARD to delegates at EEMA’s 32nd Annual Conference in London on 19th June, in a keynote entitled ‘LOCARD - Securing Criminal Evidence and Cross Border Chain of Custody’. For more information about the LOCARD project watch this short video:

MEMBER NEWS: iWelcome acquires UNLOQ

iWelcome, the European identity and access management as-a-service company and EEMA member, has acquired multi factor authentication software and technologies from UNLOQ. The technology acquisition represents an important step in consolidating iWelcome’s position as worldwide product leader in identity and access management for B2C and B2B scenarios and supporting enterprise customers’ digital strategies.
NEW MEMBER: Trustual joins EEMA

Trustual is a start-up that improves the evidential value of files, documents and data by certifying their time and integrity. It integrates to over 200 services such as Microsoft Office, Google Suite, Dropbox, SAP, Salesforce, DocuSign and many more. CEO of Trustual, Victor Perl comments on why the organisation has joined EEMA: “We are proud to join EEMA and expect to be an active member sharing our experience using trust services to solve real business problems, and contributing to the discussion towards the future of trust.”

For more information about Trustual visit: www.trustual.com

PROJECT UPDATE:
FutureTrust welcomes Kantara Initiative

FutureTrust, a project supporting the practical implementation of eIDAS, has announced the Kantara Initiative as an Associate Project Partner. The Kantara Initiative is the only industry organisation focused on third party assessed digital identity and privacy assurance frameworks. It complements the talent of the existing FutureTrust partners, bringing a wealth of experience in operating trust frameworks.

“Kantara brings two unique benefits to the FutureTrust project,” explains the Executive Director of the Kantara Initiative, Colin Wallis. “Firstly, Kantara’s global community, scope and membership will assist FutureTrust in reaching way beyond Europe and the US. Secondly, our open standards and best practice community development platform supports collaborative working groups and publishing. This functionality has grown in importance as FutureTrust activities have reached a higher level of maturity.”

Share your news with EEMA members. If you have news, initiatives and opportunities that you would like to share with other EEMA members please email Graham Thatcher: graham.thatcher@eema.org

DIARY DATES

EEMA Annual Conference
Date: 18th – 19th June 2019
Venue: Microsoft, London, UK
https://annualconference.eema.org/

ISSE 2019
Date: 6th and 7th November
Venue: IBM, Brussels, Belgium
www.isse.eu.com